Issues Paper 3 – Climate Change: What is the science telling us?

The science tells us that the Climate Change and Greenhouse Gasses are symptoms and that you must address a problem by addressing the cause and not the symptoms: the cause is natural resource destruction.

Issues Paper 4 – Research and Development: Low Emissions Energy Trading

Again a scientific approach demonstrates that Emissions Trading is not rational: try taking a fossil fuelled vehicle on a trip knowing only the instantaneous fuel flow and being oblivious of what is in the tank.

Issues Paper 5 - Transport and Urban Planning

Planning shall not work unless the economic system reflects the reality of the natural system: i.e. considers future generations and limitations of system-earth. Current economic imperatives shall always be fighting the limitations of system reality and transport and urban planning shall effectively be rudderless.

Issues Paper 6 - Emissions Trading Scheme Discussion Paper

Discussion Paper: Waste paper: The approach implied by “Emissions trading” shall lead to infinite legislation covering each of the perceived symptoms- we have already seen legislation to manage particulates, sulphur gasses. Legislation avoidance, policing and refining shall make management an impossible task.

The Economic system must reflect the reality of system-earth within the limitation its finite components and future solar and lunar inputs.
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